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reform movements of the educated classes at that time. Apart from forest-specific reasons, mentalities of that time form the conditions and the basis for the formation of the permanent forest movement in Germany.

4.02.03 / 4.02.06 Update calibration and enhancement of forest inventories through the inclusion of remotely sensed data
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A stand profile contains silvicultural and yield elements like stand density, crown closure, slope, exposure, relief, stand canopy projections, regeneration success, diameter, height and increment. Such as stated above, stand profiles that have wide contents, in practice, provide important clues at choosing and applying methods, and form an important ground to carry out more truth and productive studies, putting forward structural state of a stand with the stand profile previously, obtains advantages in cases of choosing a method and monitoring effects of the method on the stand structure and reduces faults.

Turkey’s forest areas have very different stand structures depend on different ecological conditions. So forestry practices have important differences. The most suitable way to determine these differences before applying is putting forward stand profiles of the stands. For Turkey’s forest managing, stand profiles have great importance because of significant differences among forested areas.

Nowadays, like every scientific fields, computer aided studies are increasing from day to day in forestry too. At forestry studies, one of the most suitable topics that can be realized on computer program is to draw stand profiles and to obtain three-dimensional appearance on the computer. Stand profiles prepared with the aid of computer provide many advantages to the forest managers such as learning of forest structure detailed and previously. These advantages become more important especially silvicultural practices. Thus, forest managers can watch effects if a chosen method on computer screen and can give up to apply the method because of its unsuitableness. Besides choosing of silvicultural regimes, allowable cuts can be determined with the stand profiles. Because a stand profile has a sample plot peculiarity.

Top and front view of stand profile can be monitoring with the aid of computer program. It can be changed tree data or removed on stand profile. Thus, last state of stand profile can be observed. Program is tested many experimental fields. It has been obtained successful results. Forestry will acquire time and new ideas will occur with the aid of computer program.
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Growth model is very important to offer the reasonable projection and prediction of growing stock in the decision making of forest management. Individual growth model is used to simulate the tree crown, diameter of breast height and tree height of interested tree. The competition indicator (CI) of each individual tree were estimated under the concept of circular zone of influence with the size and distance of adjacent trees. The CI is used to judge the surviving growth and mortality risk of each individual tree. The growth pattern of individual trees in the stand reacted the complex growing history and the pattern of beginning stand. To study the description and analysis of spatial relationship are the most important direction in forest research. Geographic information system (GIS) is used to integrate tree location map and the attribute data of individual tree; the plot position map and stand attribute data; the landscape map and mosaic attribute data. The information of the status and change of spatial pattern in tree, stand and community, ecosystem and landscape levels could be analyzed and displayed in multi-scale maps. The spatial individual tree growth model and GIS database could be used to simulate the growing stock and stumpage price under different thinning criteria. The data of five different density plots of Cryptomeria japonica and Cunninghamia lanceolata were used to develop and simulate in different scenarios in the paper.
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